Let X be a normed linear space, U" an «-dimensional Chebyshev subspace of X. For/e Y denote by p{f) C U" its best approximation in U". The problem of strong unicity consists in estimating how fast the nearly best approximants g G U" satisfying ||/-g\\ < \\f -p(f)\\ + S approach/?(/) as S -0. In the present note we study this problem in the case when X = C' [a, b] is the space of /-times continuously differentiable functions endowed with the supremum norm (1 « r< oo).
\\f-g\\^\\f-p(f)\\A8 approach p(f) as 8 -0. This is the so-called strong unicity problem. In the case when, for a given fGX and any g G Un satisfying (1) with some 0 < ô < 1, the relation ||g -p(/)|| *s C(f)8y holds, we say the degree of strong unicity at / is y (0<y^ l,C(/)>0is independent of g ). Thus the degree of strong unicity given by Theorem 1 is sharp, in general, and cannot be improved even for " very smooth" functions or real functions. This, together with (18), (17), (4) and (8), yields
Since the above inequality holds for any « such that | « | is small enough, we may set « = ±cu8 (with appropriate 0 < c]2 < 1) which gives us two estimations:
Hence |gi(x,)|<c,3A(8), i.e. Since (a:,}"í, is an extremal set of Un with coefficients {a,}"L,, and t/" is a semi-Haar space, it follows by definition of semi-Haar spaces that F(p) > 0 for every p G í/"\{0}. Moreover, it can be easily seen that F is continuous on U" (endowed with the supremum norm). Hence by compactness of the unit ball in U", Consider the linear functionals L¡ G U* given by L,(p) ~ p(x¡)(p G Un), 1 ss i' *£ «. Evidently, L¡, 1 < i r < «, are linearly dependent on Un (otherwise they would span U*, which is impossible since g(xi) = Q, 1 </<«).
This immediately implies {x¡}"-x, or a proper subset of it, is an extremal set of Un. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume (xjfi, is an extremal set of Un (1 =£ w < «) with corresponding nonzero coefficients (a,}"i,, and g(x,) = 0, 1 < z < m.
There i>o Thus ||/" -öa/(a+l>g||c< 1 + c,9r5foranyr3>0. The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. Note that the strong unicity type result given by Theorem 1 can be applied as usual to the study of modulus of continuity of the operator of best approximation and discretization errors.
